T H E PA R T N E R S H I P P I N G
PROJECT #3: LISMORE
REGIONAL GALLERY
Calamities Continue
Pat Hoffie
One of the ground level pylons of the new Lismore Regional Gallery has a series of short marks in
different shades, different sizes, running up its length. Within the pristine spaces of the new building,
the written line has the quality of a grungy old tattoo that someone, who now aspires to a more
upmarket lifestyle, forgot to have removed.

The Partnershipping Project installation view at Lismore Regional Gallery, 2019. Photo: Vanghoua Anthony Vue.

Next to each line, a number documents the year
the high-tide mark was registered; a ‘careful graffiti’
demarcating the level each flood reached. It’s kept as
a reminder of the long relationship the town has with
its rivers, and the fact that it’s been kept there suggests
that, to some extent and purpose, a kind of pact has
been made: one that acknowledges the severity and
insistence of the rivers’ reminders that they have
seasonally come down to make their claim on the land
in the past, and that they will surely make those claims
again, sometime in the future.

the road are evidence there’s been no rain for a very
long time. The area, famous for its green folding hills
that meet together in winding dark verdant creek-beds,
is now cracked and parched. And on this particular
summer, the sky has settled down close to envelop the
water-starved country in a blanket-film of smoke-cloud.
All around the scarred, cleared pasturelands, bushlands
are burning. For the length of Australia’s coastline, and
inland, sudden outbreaks of bushfires and grassfires
are fanned by an erratic weather-pattern of winds that
chop and change and fan the fires anew.

But in 2019, as the drive from the coastline winds
uphill towards Lismore, the paddocks on either side of

The Partnershipping Project has moved to Lismore. It
seems a long time ago – an entire mindset ago - since
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Karla Dickens (with contributor Leigh Arnold), Colonial Bottom Feeders, 2018-19. Photo: Brett Adlington.

the project’s shipping container, and all the art inside it,
survived the floods in Townsville. Yet it’s been but a few
short months. Emblazoned with The Partnershipping
Project logo, the container has found its next temporary
camp on a flat spread of grass outside the gallery, right
on the corner of Rural Street and King Street. And
while behind it and to the right of it, the contours of
the Lismore Regional Gallery appear to offer a more
resilient sanctuary than the temporary basement space
annexed by the Umbrella staff in Townsville after the
floods, that pylon inside serves as a reminder of the
fragility of all buildings in the face of rising flood-levels.
Right now, however, the country is in the grip of
a disaster of another kind: the fires burning on the
borderlines of every settlement pervade the daily air
we breathe. This, then, provides part of the background
context for The Partnershipping Project #3.
Installed in an upstairs room, the chilled dark of
the exhibition space glitters with light. The hulls of
the boats have re-assembled, the convoy laden with
bounty and portents from other places; from different
dreamings. In the centre of the fleet, one vessel seems
to float upturned. Its curving underbelly is scattered
with the details of an unknown galaxy, bound from aft
to rear and from side to side with Union Jack-like stripes
fashioned from strips of rusty tin. The bands wrap the
dimensions of the galaxy like inhibiting restraints.
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But the upturned hull appears to have been
repurposed; inserted into its curve, the futuristic
smoothness of a stranger kind of craft points its snub
nose forward and upward. Its red mono-eye is insectlike, other-worldly, covered in dots. And inside, the
head-torso is stacked with a bounty of old, polished
bones and looping lengths of filthy fat rope.
What is this strange craft? And where is it going? For
what kind of mission has it been designed? Artist Karla
Dickens reminds us that, to the original peoples of
this land, the first white invaders must have appeared
as strange as aliens. And she reminds us also that the
processes of colonialism are ongoing and unlimited.
Yet, like so much of this artist’s work, the issues raised
eclipse the dimensions of a straightforward politico/
cultural historical critique. Dickens salvages a great
deal of her material from outlying dumps; she’s a
reclaimer with an eye for overlooked potential. And
her commitment to working with the discarded, the
undervalued, the misunderstood, the mistreated, often
demands a reworking of surfaces and a re-positioning
of material relationships in ways that coax these objects
to new ways of being in the world.
The dynamic streamlining of the cockpit, the loving
details of the hull-galaxy painted by the artist’s
colleague Lee Arnold are impressive and challenging.
The scale, the finish, the grand gesture of the craft at
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Karla Dickens (with contributor Leigh Arnold), Colonial Bottom Feeders, 2018-19. Photo: Vanghoua Anthony Vue.

first make it seem unconquerable. And yet, as the artist
reminds us, in order for it to ‘function’ in its new form,
a vessel has had to be overturned. And an overturned
vessel is a powerful reminder – in any culture - that
things: lives, ambitions; directions, perhaps even
destinies, have been lost in the process.
The work rocks on the imaginary seas caught between
unfathomable potential and the humilities of broken
dreams. It speaks of the seas of unknown galaxies and
whispers of the deep oceans of sadness of a colonial
past.
Suspended in the far-right corner of the room, a
triangle of three panels cast a rich green glow onto the
small black boat beneath. Images in the panels reveal
a fern gully in a rich, verdant rain-forest. Mosses and
ferns are dappled by the light coming from the canopy
of leaves above; it’s a wet, fecund secret place; a place
of tranquillity and peace. Only a single form diverges
from the green palette – rounded and smooth, it’s
unclear just what the form might be – somewhere
between a rock and a human body folded into itself –
embryonic, becoming.
The boat’s cargo is equally elusive – handmade from
precious heirloom kimono silks, clusters of small,
spore -like forms are wound through by sinuous handbound fabric tendrils. The rounded spore-forms are

fat and full; their pastel colours reflect those worn by
the curled figure on the rainforest floor above, and
woven through with gentle greens. It’s as if the fecund
magic of the forest has somehow materialised into the
cargo borne by the boat; as if the figure in the image
has spawned herself into a thousand micro-organistic
possibilities in the form of tiny mushroom-and fungilike nodules; as if these spores of dreaming might have
mushroomed up magically from between the shiny
black planks of the little boat.
Biology tells us that spores are single-cell organisms
produced by non-flowering plants and fungi, and that,
despite their microscopic dimensions, are capable of
surviving extremely harsh conditions. Many spores
have a built-in regulator that allows them to stay
dormant until they are able to reach conditions where
their survival is assured. They travel like night-stalkers,
soundlessly dispersed by the faintest of air currents, or
are carried along by water flows. On other occasions
they choose their transport through adhering to the
bodies of selected creatures.
The spores in this particular little black boat have
been meticulously and time-consumingly fashioned,
we are told, from the silk kimonos that once enfolded
the body of the artist’s grandmother; a tiny woman
who would fiercely fight her own personal horticultural
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battles against seasons and pests, infertile soil and
pillagers, to make sure her garden was able to fulfil its
full abundant potential each year. And every day she
entered that horticultural commitment to regeneration
and fecundity, she would be wearing one of her fragile,
meticulously detailed kimonos.
Those familiar with the work of Hiromi Tango will
recognise her delicate methods for reconstituting
her precious personal booty of fabrics and twines.
They will also be aware of this artist’s commitment
to conversation, community and collaboration, and
will know that it is as vital an aspect of the artmaking
process for her as are the richly inventive forms
she creates. And those who were present on the
exhibition’s opening night will remember the artist’s
sleeping form, wrapped in several thin, fragile layers
of her grandmother’s kimonos, as she lay in her boat,
cradling her bouquet of verdant spore-seeds. On that
night it was as if the artist herself had become a seed;
a small curled-up form of possibilities; a form that
could not be extricated from the materials of the work
around her.
And although those who are new to this work may
not have yet been in possession of such contextual
knowledge, their background understanding of the
world beyond the room provided ample empathy
from which to draw: outside the fires are burning.

Outside the creek-beds have run dry. Outside even the
deepest secret recesses of the rainforests are cornered,
reduced; many dying. And inside the artist speaks of
the personal and communal impact on this assault on
our dream-places. Beneath the magical green glow of
the secret rainforest corners, the little black boat carries
spores of hope and the regeneration of care into the
currents of future possibilities.
In the adjacent back corner, a small dark blue boat
carries a gathered group of standing figures that
cast long shadows across the wall behind. The dark
silhouetted shapes of the flat, upright forms stand as if
in anticipation of a landing. The shadows they cast are
huge – long and looming - in proportion to the actual
scale of the assembled group of eight. The branches
of a leafless tree zigzag behind and between them like
the sharp energy of a lightning bolt. Together these flat
forms, the spiked tree-forms and the full contours of
the craft on which they stand coalesce into a shadowy
nightmare. The kind of nightmare that is whispered
between new reports that connect new arrivals with
fear – even terror.
On closer inspection, the sense of dread continues to
hold sway – each of the figures are swathed in black
so that only their faces are revealed. And the features
of each of their faces are all-too-easily dismissed into
the category of coming from ‘elsewhere’. Here they

Hiromi Tango, Roots, 2019. Photo: Brett Adlington.
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stand, clearly a group of people from a range of other
cultures, all united in their will to move the little boat
forward to seek refuge.

capacity of collaborative cultural action to leverage
positive change.

But longer observations of this crowded little vessel
slowly reveal other details: the faces are smiling; their
empty hands, their vigilant pose make it seem as
though they are ready and willing to share the tasks
ahead of them. Beneath and before them, in the bilge
of the boat, the jagged contours of two heads face each
other like chattering skulls in military caps, reminding
them of the dark pasts from which they’ve fled. But
their feet stand on soil. And the soil they stand on
nurtures other possibilities – behind them a tiny forest
of indigenous species promise future forests capable of
sustaining new potentials and options.

Aris’ boat is also filled with a cargo of hope and a
ballast of future potential. Just like the seed-spores
in Hiromi’s boat, the little black-clad figures offer the
promise of new beginnings, changed awakenings and
exciting inter-connections with all kinds of ‘heres’
and ‘elsewheres’. It moves forward on a bow-wave of
barbed wire, and the shadows it casts loom with the
darkness of obscured fear. But inside the boat, as we
become steadily more familiar with the faces of the
little bright-eyed travellers, we can see something of
ourselves in their retreat from danger; we can recognise
the hope and collective determination of realising new
futures into being.

The artist, Aris Prabawa, is well versed in the will to
oppose restrictive regimes. As a founding member
of the group of artists and activists called Taring Padi
(literally, the fang of the rice seedling), he used cultural
practice as a means of resisting the vicissitudes of
the Suharto regime. Aris moved to Australia with his
partner Jade seventeen years ago, and since then,
with Jade and their two children, he has fabricated a
life and a creative community that spans Lismore and
Jogjakarta. Aris is well aware of the social and political
implications of the place – or places – you choose
to live, and he retains a strong commitment to the

For this iteration of the exhibition, a tiny white,
battered boat leads the fleet. Flat-bottomed and fragile,
it tips its nose towards the oncoming swell. The chipped
wooden rails of its perimeter carry the equally battered
frame of a metal hospital bed, together they offer what
seems like a precarious palanquin for the ailing. The
mattress that lies on top of the old, interwoven bedsprings is thin, clad in what appears to be a slender
skein of wound-dressing. And carefully, tenderly,
lovingly stitched all around the edges of this mattress
run the double-quilled feathers only found on emus.
The light, semi-transparent lacery of the feathers catch

Hiromi Tango, Roots, 2019. Photo: Vanghoua Anthony Vue.
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Aris Prabawa, Shadow on big heart, 2019. Photo: Brett Adlington.

Penny Evans, Patient, 2019. Photo: Brett Adlington.

Penny Evans, Shadow on big heart, 2019. Photo: Vanghoua Anthony Vue.

Penny Evans, Patient, 2019. Photo: Vanghoua Anthony Vue.
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even the slightest movement of air. As they undulate
and quiver, it almost seems possible that the entire
mattress and its contents might be levitated upwards.
Along the length of the single-bed mattress a
system of forms has been laid out with the precision
of ceremony. It is not clear exactly what the forms
connote, or from where they have come. But whether
bone or ceramic, whether found or retrieved or
created, together they connote a sense of some kind
of body. At the head of the bed, a half-shell ovoid form
has been carved and darkly striated. It’s encircled by
a double-row perimeter of curved forms that suggest
boomerang-shapes, or perhaps the smaller bones
of the upper ribs. Within them, river sand has been
carefully placed to form a light halo around the ovoid
‘skull’.
Below that, the curved forms, some bearing what
appear to be incisions into which a dark red material
has been baked, take up a range of patterned
intersections. In the middle of the bed, above where
the vital organs might lie, intersecting curved forms
create a space in which a small pool of sand has been
measured. These encircling bleached ‘bones’ bear
the marks of striations and scarring. They have been
sutured to the scar tissue of the hospital bed and in
places carefully bound to each other by connecting
string.
The simple arrangements of the forms suggest a
measured cadence – a rhythm that evokes a cultural
connectedness capable of bringing together the land,
the body and song. Those of us unfamiliar with the ageold rhythms of these cultural forms are nevertheless
drawn to the simple geometry of their logic, and over
the years many non-indigenous Australians have been
increasingly pulled by the magnetism of the cultural
cadence that lies at the very heart of the country.
The work, Patient, was created in response to a
succession of journeys artist Penny Evans has made
to her ancestors’ country; long, ten hour drives from
her home in Lismore to spend precious time with
fellow custodians on a land that bears the deep scars
of centuries of agricultural mismanagement. The sand
used in the work was gathered from the now-dry creekbeds and river-ways; the ceramic forms continue the
patterning the artist has been using in her work for
some decades. The artist describes this devastation as
having followed years of ill-conceived cotton farming
and equally brutal processes of extraction and stock
mismanagement. As a result, the land now stands
silent, waterless, exhausted. The artist also speaks of a
personal exhaustion – an emotion shared by so many
burdened by their awareness of the current ecological
tragedies unfolding in the country.

Yet if the title suggests that the land, and those
who act as its custodians, have been reduced,
bruised, diminished, Patient also evokes the timeless
forbearance of country that repeatedly regenerates
and heals itself. The country’s fortitude in facing, and
then overcoming the ravages of fire and flood have
been evidenced and recorded over time. Even so, the
current global environment crisis is one like no other;
we daily watch newsreels of unfolding unprecedented
ecological calamity. As the artist suggests, while a
turn towards the teachings of those who held the
ecological balance of this land in a precarious balance
for over sixty thousand years may be too late, and while
acknowledgement of the inextricable links between our
own well-being and that of the land is well overdue, it is
a start that must be made. The little white boat carries
the precious clues to former bodies of knowledge
towards a doubtful future.
The vessels with cargo created by the artists from
the Northern Rivers region are joined by two from
Tasmania – Selena de Carvalho’s heavily laden little
vessel the sides of which have been poison-penned
by the artist herself through harvesting the emissions
from her vehicle. In a wry exercise of self-confessedimplication, de Carvalho’s poem takes up the challenge
of her personal responsibilities and critically selfquestions the weight her life and art-making might
contribute to the current global ecological disasters.
Flying a dark black toxic flag of tattered shame, the
grubby little vessel grows even more dirty with every
exhibition, as the dust and residue of its cargo of burnt
forests are re-loaded into its bilges.

Selena de Carvalho, 100 Year Flood, 2018. Photo: Brett Adlington.

In stark contrast, the pristine white ghost-sail of
Gail Mabo’s work weaves into its skeletal rope-sails
the black knots delineating the ‘Tagai’ – the spirit
constellation that provides the navigational cartography
through which Torres Strait island people negotiate
the waters of the far north of our country. Yet the
white-washed planks inside the belly of the boat fail
to completely obscure the hand-painted diary entries
detailing Captain Cook ‘s voyages,1 written when he
first laid claim to what was falsely described as a “Terra
Nullius”. As history tells us, many years later that
assumption, that no-one had existed for an extensive
period of time in the Great Southern Land prior to
European occupation, was overturned in the high
court as a result of her father, Eddie Mabo’s successful
challenge. However, despite this high court decision,
the land-mark Indigenous land-rights claim continues
to be disputed in a number of ways. Calling upon the
guidance of the ancestral spirits that have and still
remain as offering guide-lines to First Nation peoples,
Gail calls up the spirit of the Great Fisherman, the Tagai,
whose celestial constellation offers a pattern through
which journeys can be guided and order maintained.
Gail Mabo, Journey (Tagai), 2019. Photo: Vanghoua Anthony Vue.
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In front of Gail’s ‘star ship’, the kangaroo-pelt sails
and details of David Gough’s vessel are a tribute to
cross-cultural collaboration. Working with his Maori
mate Nathan Slater, Gough re-purposes the boat as an
exercise in shared cultural homage. A video screened
on the boat’s pelt-sail documents two beachcombers
coming across the vessel’s hull as an item of flotsam
washed in on the high tide. For a moment, a stand-off
suggests the possibility of a wrangle for possession,
but instead, the two men determine to take on the
challenge of working together to re-build a vessel that
might better negotiate a journey to a culturally shared
future. The result is a creation rich in personal and
cultural detail, one that is both familiar and strange,
and one that benefits from the medley of cultural
references brought together to secure its final form.

David mangenner Gough & Nathan Slater, Te Waka a trawlwoolway (the Canoe/Boat of trawlwoolway), 2018. Photo: Brett Adlington.

though this town, too, has had more than its fair share
of flooding. Instead, the fires are still burning; the taste
of ash is still on the tongue, and the entire country
holds its breath in anticipation of what form the next
‘extreme weather event’ might take. And the fleet of
little boats continue to bear witness to the capacity
of art to act as a language capable of articulating the
concerns, fears and hopes of entire communities.
__________________________
1
These words had been left on the boat after its initial
use during the Tasmanian iteration of The Partnershipping
Project. (see previous essay on Burnie Regional Gallery)

From the Cairns region in Far North Queensland,
Vanghoua Anthony Vue’s vessel is the carrier of
hundreds of smaller, even more fragile boats.
Constructed from folded paper, these little offerings
have been made from black and white photographs
of Hmong refugees who have made the long journey
from war-torn Laos to our shorelines. Vue’s parents
were among those refugees, and not long after
their arrival in Sydney, they were part of a second
movement of Hmong families who headed up to
Far North Queensland to an environment that more
closely resembled that of their adopted homelands in
South-East Asia. The Hmong have no one homeland;
community pockets exist across Thailand, Laos, Vietnam
and in expatriate communities across the world.
Wherever they are given space to settle, the Hmong
make the most of the borderlines and wastelands
overlooked by dominant cultural groups, and transform
them into production sites for remarkable crops and
extraordinary craftworks. As in the rest of the world,
in Cairns, much local produce has been tended by
Hmong market gardeners. The little paper boats lie
across cut rice sheaths grown and cut by Vue’s own
family, and hollowed-out bamboo tubes slung from the
central mast contain soil and seedlings, symbolising the
positive potential of regeneration and new life.
Two tablet screens have been affixed to the inside of
the vessel’s prow – one showing images from South
East Asia, others of Vue’s family home just outside
Cairns. In each of them water and waterways feature as
a life-line of sustenance.

Vanghoua Anthony Vue, ev-cog-ciaj (carry-plant-live), 2019. Photo: Brett Adlington.
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In each iteration of The Partnershipping Project the
fleet alters and transforms as different artists from
different places launch their hopes, concerns, interests
and celebrations into the mix. And each time the
context changes, particular concerns move towards
the forefront of considerations. Paradoxes abound.
The deluge that overwhelmed Townsville seems like
a distant and far-away place in Lismore today, even
The Partnershipping Project #3: Lismore Regional Gallery | Pat Hoffie
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The Partnershipping Project is a Burnie Regional Art Gallery exhibition toured by Contemporary Art
Tasmania. Contemporary Art Tasmania is supported by the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its
principal arts funding body, by the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy and is assisted through Arts Tasmania
by the Minister for the Arts.
Burnie Regional Art Gallery is supported by the Burnie City Council. This project has been assisted by the Australian
Government’s Visions of Australia program, the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body and by the
Contemporary Art Tasmania Exhibition Development Fund.
© Text copyright of the author and The Partnershipping Project. Images copyright of the photographers.
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